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Abstract—IoT (Internet of Things) bridges the physical
world and information space. IoT services are environmentally sensitive and event-driven, so new IoT service architecture should adapt to these features. This paper analyses IoT
sensing service characteristics and proposes future services
architecture. It is focused on middleware architecture and
interface presentation technology. In the middleware layer,
traditional SOA architecture is insufficient in real-time
response and parallel processes of service execution. This
paper proposes a new sensing service system based on
EDSOA (Event Driven SOA) architecture to support realtime, event-driven, and active service execution. At the
presentation layer, this paper presents new IoT browser
features, including using augmented reality technology for
input and output and realizing the superposition of the
physical world and abstract information. Through a use
case and proof-of-concept implementation—road manhole
cover monitoring system—we verified the feasibility of the
proposed ideas and framework.
Index Terms—Internet of Things services architecture,
sensing service, service collaboration, SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), EDSOA (Event Driven SOA), Internet of
Things Browser, Augmented Reality

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of communication technology, the Internet is gradually evolving from a traditional
information publication platform to a distributed computing environment. Cloud computing technology opens up
more and more data resources, computing resources and
applications as services on Internet.
The sustainable development of computer network
technology has created a new world full of sensor, RFID
(Radio Frequency IDentification), tags for sensing devices
in the physical and social environment [1] [2]. The Internet of Things (IoT) goes beyond the original vision of
Internet and the World Wide Web. IoT makes the physical
world a network and information world. IoT connects and
integrates the physical world with the information space.
It is an extension of the Internet to the real world, and it
brings Internet to an even larger scale.
By introducing mass sensors, IoT perceives changes in
the real world and provides more intelligent services for
people. The IoT service has different features from the
traditional Internet service. It can provide environmentally
sensitive, real-time, and active service. In this paper, we
analyze the characteristics of IoT perception service and
put forward the new network service system architecture.
A new application layer display technology is discussed in
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this paper. Finally, the feasibility of the framework is
demonstrated through a proof-of-concept implementation.
II.

IOT SERVICE SYSTEM FEATURES

A large number of small IoT applications have been
developed already. Sensor networks, CPS (Cyber Physics
Systems) and other emerging intelligent services promote
the information revolution of a series of applications such
as healthcare, environment monitoring, logistics, etc.
These new application services are distributed, real-time,
dynamic and interactive. They need to deal with information acquired from the physical world and also need to
consider the context of the applications themselves.
A single perception of the physical world is the foundation of intelligent collaborative services. In the complex
service scenarios, we need to collect diverse sensory information to achieve intelligent collaborative service. In
particular, IoT service system has the following characteristics different from the traditional information service
system [9]:
1) Perceptibility of the environment. Perceptibility is
the most basic feature of a perceptual awareness service
system. A perceived service system interacts with the
environment to support dynamic adaptive computing
based on scenarios. The sense device at the end of the
sensing service system perceives the environment, including the surrounding temperature, humidity, light, air, monitoring the movement of the animal, etc. The sensory data
constantly transfer to the service system, and the service
system handles it in real-time to support intelligent calculations based on the situation.
For example, according to the user’s current location, a
mobile phone shows the local weather conditions, real
estate prices, and maps information to users. The traditional information service system generally is not contextual. It generally returns response information according to
the user's input keyword query information.
2) The service execution is driven by events. The business events are defined by users. For examples, “If a room
temperature rises by 10 degrees in 1 minute, there may be
a fire. The system should alarm." "If farmland humidity is
lower than the threshold, a drought may occur. The system
should alarm." etc. The sensing service systems collect
and analyze the real-time sense data, get the business
events, and then do real-time processing and response to
events. As a result, perceived service has the characteristics as the event-driven service execution. And the traditional information service generally uses the request/response model which executes the service to return
a response according to requests from the user or client.
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So perceived service system needs to support event-driven
service execution mechanisms.
3) Service has the characteristics of collaborative work.
With the expansion of the sensing service application
scope, perceived service may need multiple application
systems to work together. For example, the early warning
service system for forest fire should be coordinated with
security, fire control, and medical departments to work
together. To handle the large emergency events, more
departments have to work together. Perceived service
system commands many components actively. These
components include sensors, computation engine, database, responders, actuators, etc. In the future, the programming model will be the agent cooperation pattern,
and it is no longer a sequential process.
4) The sensing service has a long lifetime. By configuring operations perceive service system is running in the
long period, instead of the traditional service execution by
service calls. In the traditional Internet, we enter keywords
and Web search engine returns the search results. In the
sense service system, the service request is like “if the
event occurred matching the keyword, please inform the
system”. The service request will remain in effect until the
system deletes it initiatively.
5) The sensing service is predictive and proactive. The
sensing service system predicts business events and actives service in advance according to the sensory data and
context scenarios. For example, the early warning of important event is predicted by the sensing service system.
The intelligent active sensing service breaks the traditional
passive service mode. It can use all kinds of network resources and actively carry out comprehensive services to
meet the individualized service for users.
At present, the application systems based on the traditional information service system architecture lack of
connectivity. The information is difficult to be shared
effectively. The services lack of collaboration. It is difficult to support the special requirements of a perceived
service.
III.

IOT SERVICE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Future network service system technology
development trends
The development of future network will deeply change
the scale and the behavior of distributed systems. It will
bring technological changes to the network transmission
protocol, service system architecture, application presentation technologies, etc. The development trend of future
network service system technology is shown in Figure 1.
In the traditional Internet, TCP/IP and HTTP are the core
protocols in the Internet network services to support
communication and information sharing. SOA (Service
Oriented Architecture) architecture is dominant in the
middleware layer. In the future network environment,
perceived service will play a more important role. Between perception and service, new technical framework
will need to link them. Traditional SOA should be introduced in a distributed Event Driven mechanism, namely
EDSOA (Event Driven SOA) to build large-scale distributed applications in IoT.
Whether TCP/IP network protocols are able to be
adapted to the future network and whether we need to
create a new more effective network transmission protocol
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Future network service system technology development
trends

to support the future network services have become hot
research issues. Some experts put forward that the future
network is based on the content of the network, and content based routing strategies should be adopted [3]. For
example, the Internet routing mode may be based on publish-subscribe technology.
In the display layer and human-computer interaction
layer, augmented reality devices like Google Glass Prototype [4], the new type of browser technology like IoT
Browser [5] challenges the traditional Web browser based
on HTTP/HTML.
This article focuses on the middleware layer architecture and presentation layer technology development.
B. Development from SOA to EDSOA
SOA is a distributed computing model. It can organize
and use all computing ability distributed in different ownership domains to fulfill user requirements [6]. Service is
the key concept in SOA. Service is autonomous, loose
coupling, and platform independent entity. The entity can
be described, published, used and combined.
There are two mainstream modes of Web Service and
RESTful (REpresentational State Transfer) style to implement SOA architecture. Web Services is based on
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol). REST is another
technical implementation of SOA [7]. REST defines the
network service as the perspective resources. The client
uses the URL request resource to the server or proxy server. All interaction in REST is based on HTTP protocol of
synchronous request/response message. So RESTful style
services don't need SOAP or other application layer protocols, but only need HTTP. The case study in [8] shows
that RESTful Web Service is more concise than SOAPbased Web Service, and even provides better performance.
So RESTful is named lightweight SOA implementation
technology. It gradually becomes the dominant technology
architecture of SOA.
SOA deconstructs the system. The entire application is
decomposed into a series of independent services. Meanwhile, a variety of standards are formulated to make the
service easy to reuse or applied on various platforms.
Since SOA pays more attention on static information but
not the dynamic information, including random events, the
event can't be better responded. Therefore, SOA has deficiencies in the dynamic business matching and inactive
service execution.
Event-driven Architecture (EDA) is an event-driven
process execution component model. In the EDA system,
events can be transmitted between components and services. The generation of an event can trigger one or more
services to be invoked.
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TABLE I.
DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS OF SOA AND EDA
Characteristics
Coupling degree
Communication
mode
Trigger mode
Response mode

SOA
Loosely
coupled
interactions
One-to-one communications
Consumer-based
trigger
Synchronous

EDA
Decoupled interactions
Many-to-many
communications
Event-based trigger
Asynchronous

The different characteristics of SOA and EDA are
shown in Table 1 above.
In Table 1, in the coupling degree of the services, SOA
services use request and response interaction which is
loose coupling; while EDA services which are driven by
event are completely decoupled. EDA is more loosely
coupled than SOA. In the mode of communication, there
is one-to-one communication between SOA services just
as one service sends request to another service. EDA uses
many-to-many communication among EDA services,
while one service can send event to multiple event receiver services, and one receiver can correspond to more than
one event senders. EDA has more flexible communication
mode than SOA. Considering the cause and execution of
the services, SOA service is triggered by a service requester, while EDA service is triggered by event which
responds more immediately. Regarding the service response way, SOA is a synchronous response. The requester needs to wait for a response, and then continue to
execute. EDA is an asynchronous response. The incident
service can execute continuously without waiting for a
response. So EDA has better performance in the service of
the coupling, parallelism, and service implementation in
real-time.
Any system can be abstracted to be service components
and communication channels, just as the computing and
communication ability. SOA focuses on components and
services, as shown in Figure 2 (a). The service is executed
by request/response mode. EDA pays more attention to
channel. Event-driven SOA introduces event-driven
mechanism in SOA architecture. The service is executed
in event-driven way. Services can generate events and also
receive events. The service which receives events can
trigger the service execution and change status. As shown
in Figure 2 (b), the services send and receive events
among services through Event Bus. Event Bus realizes the
separation of computation and communication ability in
the system. The running software likes a network composed of objects (service) and messages (events). EDSOA
architecture is better than SOA architecture in concurrency and asynchronous execution. EDSOA is more suitable
for IoT services in real time and concurrent, etc.
Now, EDSOA architecture has been preliminary applied in the field of enterprise [9-11], e-government [12]
[13] and other fields. Along with the development of IoT
application, EDSOA architecture will play an important
role in the future IoT services architecture.
C. New Browser Technology of IoT
IoT service has different characteristics from Internet
service. It puts forward new requirements on the application layer display technology. It is important to offer rich
and intuitive services through the presentation of sensors,
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Figure 2. Different Service Executions of SOA and EDSOA

sensing object or environment, perceptible data, control
operation of equipment, etc.
Just like Internet browser is used to display Internet resources, IoT Browser is used to display IoT resource. The
resources of IoT are different from the Internet resources
at the following characteristics: [5]
1) The character of location-awareness. Internet users
consider the information and service on Internet. IoT user
not only concerns the information, but also concern about
the location of the services provided. For example, the
place a high temperature alarm signal of the temperature
sensor is located. But Internet users generally don't care
about the information is stored in which host in the Internet.
2) The character of physical entity. IoT devices and the
perceived objects are specific physical entities. The objects in Internet are almost virtual entities just as software.
Sensory data should represent the physical characteristics.
For example, humidity in the soil is sensed by the humidity sensor. The information can show whether the flowers
lack of water or not. The IoT Browser interface is shown
in Figure 3.
4) Semantic sensitivity. With the development of IoT,
any two devices can be interconnected. The different IoT
applications can access others' equipments. So the communication between the equipments cannot be confined to
their own special protocol. The semantic information to
explain the device should be adopted to be widely recognized by more applications.
Paper [5] proposed the method using a new device of
Brower of IoT - Sentient Visors to browse IoT. The Sentient Visors is a kind of new intelligence software. The
user can use it to know the status of the sensors connected
to IoT and interact with it. The user can see augmented
reality overlay real physical objects and abstract information as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. IoT Browser [5]
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IV.

CASE STUDY

Based on the above, we design and implement a perceived service system - Road Manhole Cover Monitoring
System (RMCMS). On the key roads, RMCMS deployed
the cameras over road manholes to monitor the status, and
the position sensors were installed at the bottom of the
manhole covers. Cameras and sensors collect real-time
video data and the position data of covers to upload to
RMCMS. The system analyzes the sense data to find the
business events, such as manhole cover tilt, manhole cover mobile, etc, and then sends alarm in real-time to
achieve the perception of the abnormal state of manhole
cover.
A. System Architecture
EDSOA is adopted in the architecture of RMCMS as
shown in Figure 4. The camera service is defined as taking
pictures and videos. The position sensors provide position
service. When position sensors detect position changes,
such as tilt, mobile, inversion, etc., the sensor position
service will generate position changing event. Camera
photograph service and video service will receive the
event and then take pictures and video services. That
means position change event driving photo service and
photographic service execution. By working the three
services together, the real-time monitoring of the abnormal state of manhole cover is realized. The system alarms
when an event happens, and provides photos and videos at
that time.
Users can also easy to operate camera equipment
through the user interface of RMCMS. The system will
create user operation event when user operates, for example changing the camera parameters such as angle, focal
length, aperture, and contrast, or taking photograph, video,
etc.
B. Sevice and Event Pubilsh and Subscibe Definition
In the system, the service definition is following as:

Class Camera{
int CameraID;
String type;
String model;
String video(int CameraID);
//video service of camera
String TakePicture(int CameraID);
//photograph service of camera
….
}
Class Sensor{
int SensorID;
String type;
String model;
String longitude;
String latitude;
String AnalyzeEvent(String data);
//analyze data to detect the event and send event to event bus.
……
}
Event Bus software provides the event publish and subscribe
interface as following:
new EventPublisher().send("TopicA","EventA1");
new EventSubScribe().init("TopicA","SubScribeID",Objectof
EventHandler);
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Figure 4. Architecture of Road Manhole Covers Monitoring System

Figure 5. Interface of Road Manhole Cover Monitoring System

For example, when an abnormal position event occurs,
the Sensor service sends the event to Event Bus, and
Event Bus notifies this event to all described services such
as Camera service and User Interface service. Camera
service calls its take picture method and video method.
User Interface service also shows the event information on
the screen. The two services are all executed by the event
driven.
The system uses EDSOA to realize event-driven services collaborative execution. The event is detected in
real-time and the services are performed initiatively. These are the main different characteristics compared with the
traditional monitoring system.
C. System Interface
The presentation layer of the system presents superimposed images and data to improve visual and convenience.
Figure 5 is the interface of RMCMS.
D. Performance Test of the Architecture
To compare the performance between SOA and
EDSOA architectures, we test the execution time from the
occurrence of abnormal position event to the termination
of services execution in the two architectures. The test
environment is Windows XP, the CPU is Intel Core i5,
and the memory is 4G. The test result is demonstrated in
Table II.
The EDSOA architecture takes 5,266 ms while SOA
takes 9,156 ms. EDSOA is faster than SOA because the
two functions of TakePicture() and video() can be executed concurrently.
V.

CONCLUSION

The services in EDSOA can be executed concurrently if
they receive the event at the same time. So the performance of EDSOA is better than SOA in which the ser-
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TABLE II.
PERFORMANCE TEST OF SOA AND EDSOA
Item

SOA

EDSOA

Service
Process

SeviceFlow. AnalyzeEvent();
SeviceFlow.TakePicture();
SeviceFlow.video();

EventPublisher().send();
Camera.TakePicture();
Camera.video();

Execution
Time(ms)

9156

5266

vices execute in sequence called by another service. The
coupling of the services in EDSOA is looser than the
services in SOA. For a large amount of services, the complexity of the EDSOA system is less than SOA system.
IoT service system architecture should be developed
from SOA architecture to EDSOA evolution to support
the real-time concurrent event driven service. The presentation layer will use the new browser and augmented reality technology to achieve a more intuitive image of IoT
services.
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